Absfracl-In this paper, we propose a method for analysis of linear turbo equalization that makes use of extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts. Given channel knowledge and a timeinvariant set oi linear equalizer coefficients, evolution of soft information in the soft-input soft-output (SISO) equalizer can be estimated via analytically measuring the mutual inionnation between the transmitted symbols and their estimated a priori values at the two end points of an EXIT chart Using lhis estimated equalizer EXIT chart and an empirically generated decoder EXIT chart, convergence analysis can he undertaken. In comparison with existing EXIT chart based methods, the proposed approach can significantly reduce the reliance on extensive computer simulation. a method, convergence analysis can he undertaken and.the potential gains from turbo equalization rather than a traditional non-iterative receiver can also be determined.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After a review of linear turbo equalization and EXIT charts in the next section. the mutual information at the two end ooints I. INTRODUCTION Since the discovely of turbo codes [I] , the methods developed for iterative decoding of such codes have influenced a wide variety of applications [Z], [3] . of these applications, of the linear SISO equalizer EXIT chan is derived and our analySiS method is explained in Section m. Simulation results and some discussions are provided in Section IV, and Section V concludes this paper. single parameter across multiple iterations. This parameter is higher-order modulation is assumed to capture the salient characteristics of the behavior of the soft-input soft-output (SISO) blocks which are employed he investieated has a transmitter as deDicted modulation, but extension snaigbtfonuard and is described in greater detail in [61, me SvStem in turbo receivers. Such parameters are mutual information between the transmitted symbol and its soft information cominterest to this paper), estimated noise variance [9] , the prohability density function of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [lo] ,
. and a number of other related metrics. decision-feedback equalizer (DFE). However, instead of hard quantized decisions, soft symbols f , are passed to a feedback filter from the previous iteration of the SISO decoder. The LLR mapping converts each estimated symbol 3" to a LLR Lf(zn), which is calculated as
for BPSK signals.
The updated Lf are fed to the SISO decoder after deinterleaving, and the decoder improves the soft information on coded bits, c,, and pmduces Lf, the LLR of each coded bit. In turn, L:(.) is passed lo the interleaver and used as input to the soft symbol mapping block, which converts LF(xn) to the soft symbol 1,. computed as
where E { . } denotes a statistical expectation. This soft symbol is then fed back to the equalizer block for the next iteration. The details of such a SISO decoder algorithm are described in [12] .
B. The EXIT chart
The EXIT chart is a tool used to trace the convergence of iterative algorithms by observing the behavior over iterations of a single parameter. In Ten Brink's approach [SI, the parameter is the mutual information Z, and Z , t 10, I], between a Lo is used to estimate the probability density function (pdf)
of Lo. Then, I, and Z, are computed numerically using
where, f~( l I x , , ) k f~( / l X = 2"). Note that Z; = 0 and Z, = 1, mutual information between input a priori information and x,, imply no .and perfect a priori information, respectively. I, = 0 and Z, = 1, mutual information between output a priori information and x,, indicate the least and the most reliable soft output information.
In an EXIT chart, the mutual information evolution can be visualized as a transfer function, Z," = TE(IF = Z : ) or Z," = TD(IP = I,") as shown in Fig. 3 [5] . Then, the iteration process can be modeled as a trace (see Fig,4 ) between the EXIT charts of the equalizer and decoder by setting I," -+ Figure 4 shows an example EXIT chart analysis of turbo equalization. If the equalizer generates soft information (1," = 0.53) in the first iteration, then the decoder produces an improved soft output (I: = 0.78). This computation can be traced by the arrow-line in Fig. 4 and after 3 iterations, the I," = 1 condition, corresponding algorithmic convergence, is nearly achieved. Note that, in order for this graphical depiction of convergence to succeed in achieving the Z : = 1 point, a
"tunnel" between the two EXIT charts of the equalizer and decoder must appear.
and 1," -1,".
ANALYSIS
In this section, the mutual information between the transmitted symbol sequence and the LLR output sequence of the linear SISO equalizer is derived. The proposed analysis method is then explained. where S,,(eJ") is the input power spectral density and S,,(eJ") is the power spectral density of the noise process wn. which is assumed white and uncorrelated with x,, Le.
Swu,(e'") = 1. The estimated symbol kn is then given by f, = (h * h F ) T . Here, x :
BPSK. To this end, we have, The term, f ( l ) , in (17) can he written ~ ~I and hence, (I 7) becomes which will he used to compute the mutual information at the two end points of linear SISO equalization EXIT charts. In order to estimate the EXIT chans of SISO equalizers, the mutual information Z," at the two end points, ZF = 0 and I F = 1, respectively, need to be computed. However, for evaluating the starting and ending points of the linear SISO equalizer EXIT chart, the channel model shown in Fig. 7 should be considered because the feedback filter subtracts IS1 effects based on the soft symbol 2,. Under the Gaussian approximation [SI, I, = 0 is equivalent to LE = 0 thereby 2" = 0. Thus, the feedback path is assumed to make little difference and, using (19), the mutual information of the no a priori information (ZF = 0) case can he computed. In the case of perfect a priori information, 2, is equal to 2,. Therefore; by replacing H,,(ej") of Fig. 5 by H(eJ")HF(ej") -H E ( @ ) of Fig. 7 , the mutual information can also be computed using (19) . Note that the IS1 effects, cj, are different at these two points because the overall channel responses after equalization are different. 
B. Aiiolysis via EXIT charts
The estimated equalizer EXIT chart via computing mutual information at the two end points is projected over the decoder EXIT chart, which is determined given the encoder polynomial [SI. Hence, given channel knowledge, linear equalizer coefficients, and the SISO decoder EXIT chart, the performance of a linear turbo equalizer can be investigated without running the usual extensive simulations. By following the approach in section U-B, we can conclude that 3 iterations are required to converge as shown in Fig. 8 EXIT charts are still useful in predicting the required number of iterations for convergence and the effectiveness of turbo equalization over standard non-iterative equalization.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, our proposed analysis results are illustrated with computer simulations.
A. Sirnulorion serup
We employ a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder at the transmitter with a generator polynomial (23,35)8. The coded bit stream is first passed through a random interleaver followed by a BPSK modulation. For purposes of comparison, we considered two static channel models (channel where HA(z) is a "good" channel and HB(z) has more severe information is measured both via computer simulations and the proposed method. Our analysis matches well with simulation results. By using the estimated SISO equalizer EXIT charts, the convergence behavior is analyzed and the required number of iterations for each channel is summarized and compared with simulation results in Table 11 . Note that our analysis, in which an infinite length interleaver is assumed, provides a good estimate of the required number of iterations. Further, the slope of the estimated equalizer EXIT chart provides a measure of required complexity (the number of iterations needed for convergence). If the slope is steep (Hg(z)).
more iterations are required for convergence and bit error rate (BER) performance improves with iteration as shown in Table   111 . This means that the output a priori information, Lk(.), becomes more reliable as the input a priori information, LE(.) becomes more reliable. However, when the slope i s less steep (HA(z)), more reliable feedback information from the SISO decoder makes little difference in soft outputs. Hence, after a few iterations, BER improvement ceases as shown in Table   III . Thus, turbo equalization is more useful in channel B than in channel A.
v. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We propose a linear turbo equalizer convergence analysis method, where the SISO equalizer EXIT chart is estimated, given channel knowledge and a time-invariant set of linear equalizer coefficients. Therefore, without extensive simulations, the required number of iterations for convergence and a measure of equalization complexity are predicted via EXIT charts. Computer simulations support our results.
